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ABSTRACT 
A novel additive manufacturing technique is proposed for printing polymers with 
controlled and spatially varying rheological properties. The technique involves altering the 
flow area of the polymer melt inside the nozzle of the printing head and applying a 
controlled shear on the polymer melt. The numerical simulations indicate that the shear 
rates can be changed dramatically by confining the polymer flow to specific thicknesses. 
The ability to control shear rates on the polymer melt would provide a strategy for tunable 
temporal control of melt rheology, which plays a critical role in the localized evolution of 
molecular orientation (for all polymers) and crystallization kinetics (for semi-crystalline 
polymers) during additive manufacturing processes. 
An attempt of experimentation analysis has failed due to timing scheduling difficulties. 
It is recommended to follow with the experimental analysis to prove the successfulness of 
the physical samples compared to the numerically hypothesized theory.  
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 INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
It is very interesting when it comes to the understanding of the changes that happen to 
a material while being manufactured. With all the possible manufacturing processes, it is 
important to study and understand the factors that effect a material being processed using 
a specific manufacturing method. However, the scope of the study is related to the possible 
future uses of the processed product. In this thesis, the rheological effects of extruded 
polymers in additive manufacturing will be studied. The thesis will contain a background 
description of additive manufacturing and polymers in general. Then, a numerical and 
experimental study on a new proposed mechanism will be performed. The new proposed 
mechanism will allow the ability to tune product’s material specifications. Lastly, a chapter 
on a novel mechanism proposed for profile extrusion systems.  
1.1. Problem Description  
Depending on the possible future uses of the manufactured product, the scope of the 
study will be focusing on the properties of the manufactured materials that are most related 
to the future uses. In this thesis, the scope of the study will be focused on one of the newest 
manufacturing processes. Namely the additive manufacturing (AM) extrusion-based 
systems. 
A system of the previously mentioned manufacturing process is studied in depth. The 
AM system produces a polymer product used in medical implants. The products of this 
manufacturing process require specific properties of the produced materials. Precisely, the 
concern of this study is to control the molecular orientation and the evolution of crystalline 
in the produced products. These two properties have a great impact on the rate of 
degradation. It is extremely important to have the ability to control these two characteristics 
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of the product in cases such as medical implants. Orthopedic implants made of 
biodegradable polymers are required to have different degradation rate depending on the 
location of the implant and also depending on the receiver’s medical history. Tailoring the 
properties of the material is needed to achieve the required mechanisms of biodegradation. 
In thesis, a study on tuning and controlling the properties of a medical implant is required.  
1.2. Proposed Solution  
In this thesis, a study of the polymer flow behavior throughout the manufacturing 
process is done to investigate the safe parameters that do not produce a degraded product 
as well as control the evolution of the crystalline and molecular orientation of the polymer. 
A proposed solution of controlling the amount of shear rate applied to the polymer melt 
right before it gets extruded is proposed. The mechanism will provide tuning ability to 
control the area of polymer’s flow. By controlling the area of flow, one can control the 
amount of shear rate applied. The tunable mechanism consists of two cones laying on top 
of each other. The top cone is fixed while the bottom cone is movable in the z axis. The 
further the bottom cone is from the top cone the greater the area of flow. The closer the 
bottom cone from the top cone the smaller is the area of flow. Thus, giving the ability to 
control the amount of shear applied to the extruded polymer. The position of these two 
cones is right after the extruder screw but before the extruding nozzle.  
1.2.1. Numerical Simulation 
Numerical simulation is a method of predicting the behavior of an experiment before 
building it physically. It is a way of studying new methods or ideas and understanding 
them. It narrows the scope of expectations and possibly reduces the number of experiments 
required to achieve a certain limit experimentally. For this reason, a simulation model is 
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built for the system and imported into a simulation software specializes in studying the 
behavior of the flow of materials. There are a number of different simulation software used 
in this study to provide better and more accurate results. Two software most used and 
provided most scientific reliable results in this study are ANSYS Fluent software and 
AUTODESK Moldflow software. Other software used for different purposes such as 
INSPIRE click2extrude software, to provide an animated profile of the expected flow in 
the system.  
A CAD model is designed to represent the passage between the two cones, the proposed 
mechanism, and then imported into a CFD software – ANSYS Fluent - to investigate the 
behavior of the polymer after the extrusion screw and right before it gets extruded. Cross-
sectional analysis is made throughout the system and maximum shear rate locations are 
highlighted for further study. Max shear rate is compared at different passage widths and 
determine safe parameters for acceptable widths before degradation and to analyze the 
required amount of shear rate to achieve a specific crystalline specifications and molecular 
orientation.    
 RELATED SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND 
2.1. Polymers 
Polymers are chemical compounds made of long chain organic molecules. Those 
repeating units are referred to as –mer, the base unit of the poly-mer component. The 
repeating units are usually made of carbon and hydrogen, and sometimes other chemical 
elements such as chlorine, oxygen, and others. Polymers can either occur in nature as an 
organic substance, or can be engineered and manufactured. Generally, there are two main 
types of polymers, thermosets and thermoplastics. These two main genres of polymers will 
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be discussed in detail later. The polymers can also be classified in terms of their 
crystallinity: amorphous, semi-crystalline or crystalline. [1] 
2.1.1. Thermoset and Thermoplastics  
There are two types of polymers widely used in the industry. The first type is the 
thermoset polymer. When a thermoset polymer is heated for the first time cross-linking 
between the individual molecular chains results in a rigid three-dimensional lattice 
structure. This process is irreversible and subsequent heating of these polymers after the 
cross-linking is complete leads to decomposition of the polymers. Thus, products made of 
thermosets are ideal for high temperature applications because it will not lose it shape 
within the operating range but will decompose at elevated temperatures exceeding the 
operating range. [2] 
The second type of polymers are called thermoplastics. The molecules in 
thermoplastics do not undergo crosslinking like thermosets. Therefore, the material can be 
thermally cycled in a reversible manner without any detrimental effect. Thus, products 
made of thermoplastics are ideal for application that requires remolding and it can be 
recycled without affecting the material properties. [2] 
2.1.2. Amorphous and Semi-Crystalline Materials 
There is one major difference between amorphous and semi-crystalline materials, this 
difference is the molecules alignments. When a polymer is in the melt condition, its 
molecules tend to have disordered configurations. This state can also be described as 
entangled molecules. When an amorphous material solidifies, and in the absence of 
external forces, the entangled molecules remains the same. When an amorphous melt is 
cooled, it turns into rubbery before it enters the hard glass like state. The temperature at 
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which this transition occur is called the glass transition temperature. The glass transition 
temperature is always lower than the melt temperature.  
However, in a semi-crystalline melt, the entanglement of the molecules starts to align 
themselves creating a lattice shape. These aligned areas are referred to as the crystalline 
region. It is important to keep in mind that semi-crystalline material possesses both 
amorphous regions and crystalline regions.   
2.2. Polymer Melt Rheology  
The rheology of polymers is the study of deformation and flow of polymers. Newtonian 
fluids have constant viscosity when it undergoes different values of shear rate. However, 
non-Newtonian fluids are much more complex where their viscosities might change 
dramatically when undergoes an external factor such as shear stress. As a non-Newtonian 
fluid, PLA melt tends to behave differently when it undergoes external affects. These 
affects are mainly shear rate and temperature.  
2.2.1. Newtonian and non-Newtonian Fluids  
A Newtonian fluid has a viscosity that is independent of the applied shear at a constant 
temperature. In other words, these fluids will have a linear relation among shear rate and 
shear stress. Figure 1 shows a typical example of the relationship between shear rate and 
shear stress on a Newtonian fluid. The linear relationship between the applied shear stress 
and the shear rate for Newtonian fluids can be described by the equation 2-1.  
                 𝜎𝑥𝑦 = 𝜂ϒ̇𝑥𝑦          (2-1) 
Where σ is the shear stress, η is the viscosity, and ϒ̇ is the shear rate. [3] 
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Figure 1 – Linear relation between shear stress and shear rate in Newtonian Fluid.   
On the other hand, non-Newtonian fluids have a nonlinear relationship between applied 
shear stress and shear rate. In other words, a non-Newtonian fluid’s viscosity might 
decrease or increase depending on the shear stress applied to the fluid. [4] 
Many polymers melts are considered non-Newtonians fluids. There are different types 
on non-Newtonian fluids. The two of non-Newtonian types that are relevant in this research 
are the dilatant fluid, also known as shear thickening fluid, and the pseudoplastic fluid, also 
known as shear thinning fluid. [4] 
All the work done in this study involves the shear thinning fluids. PLA is considered a 
shear thinning non-Newtonian polymer. The chart below shows a typical graph of 
pseudoplastic fluid, dilatant fluid, and a Newtonian fluid. [5]  
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Figure 2 –Non Newotonian Fluids – Shear rate relation with shear stress   
For the purpose of this study, the Cross-Viscosity Equation (equation 2-2) is an 
important relationship to describe the relation between shear rate and shear stress in shear 
thinning fluids, PLA melt in this case.  
 
𝜂−𝜂∞
𝜂0−𝜂∞
=
1
1+𝑚(ϒ̇)
𝑛             (2-2) 
2.2.2. Viscosity 
When studying the rheology of polymers, it is essential to consider the viscosity of the 
polymer in melt condition. Viscosity can be explained as the resistance of flow among the 
material’s particles or chains. The relationship between temperature and viscosity can be 
described by an Arrhenius relationship (equation 2-3).  
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𝜂 = 𝐴 ∗ exp (
𝐸
𝑅𝑇
)         (2-3) 
In the relation, A is a constant, T is the absolute temperature, R is the ideal gas constant, 
and E is the activation energy.[6] The temperature is in the denominator of the exponential 
power. Therefore, the higher the temperature, the smaller the value of the exponential value 
is. The relation clearly shows that the higher the melt temperature the less the viscosity 
value is. In other words, the higher the melt temperature is, the easier it is for the melt to 
flow and move.  
Controlling the temperature is a widely used method to control the viscosity of the 
polymer in order to achieve faster production rate. It is considered in many different 
polymer manufacturing processes. However, when it comes to thermal sensitive polymers 
such as PLA, there are certain limits that the polymer cannot exceed. If the temperature 
gets higher than that limit, thermal sensitive polymer may start to degrade. However, in 
cases where polymer’s degradation is a major factor on the quality of the final product, it 
is very important to not to exceed the higher temperature limit .An example chart is shown 
below representing the relationship between temperature and viscosity in a non-Newtonian 
fluid melt.[7] The fluid melt shown in the chart is the Rolivsan Resin, a thermosetting 
polymer. The maximum limit temperature a polymer melt can go through without starting 
to degrade is referred to as the peak temperature. The peak temperature is always higher 
than the melt temperature.  
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Figure 3 – viscosity dependance in temperature for a non-Newtonian Fluid.   
The peak temperature for PLA, the biodegradable polymer used to make medical 
implants using AM, is around 375 ºC. This temperature was obtained through TGA – 
Thermal Gravimetric Analysis - done by Ohkita and Lee. [8] However, as mentioned 
before, there are a number of different PLA grades that can be used especially in medical 
implants through AM. Therefore, peak temperature precautions are to be considered for 
each different PLA grade to avoid polymer degradation.  
2.2.3. Temperature 
 
Another important topic to discuss that is related to viscosity is the evolution of crystals. 
In order for crystals to evolve and grow, certain parameter has to be considered. One of 
those parameters is the range of temperature. In some cases, the growth of crystals will 
stop at a certain temperature below the melt temperature. The range of temperature where 
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crystals evolve and grow best is referred to as the cold crystallization temperature.[9] For 
certain polymers at the crystallization temperature, the viscosity of the polymer might be 
high that it would stop the polymer from flowing. Hence, Shear rate plays a great role of 
reducing the viscosity without raising the temperature. A more in-depth discussion 
regarding the evolution of crystallinity is to be discussed later on.  
2.2.4. Shear Rate 
Shear rate is the rate at which fluids layers or particles move past each other. It can be 
also described as the rate at which the fluid is sheared with when moving or during its flow. 
[10] Shear rate is considered in this study because it plays a major role in controlling the 
fluids flow through its effects on the viscosity.  It has been reported previously that the 
shear field imposed on an extruded polymer melt directly affects the orientation of the 
polymer chains. The molecular chains tend to align along the direction of the shear [11] 
Also, when a polymer melt is projected to high shear rate values, it is more likely that it 
crystalizes more rapidly if it has a lower molecular weight. In addition, low shear rate 
values help improve crystals growth even in lower temperatures. Furthermore, the 
application of shear rate to a polymer melt at a lower temperature leads to a large increase 
in the number of crystal structure at the area affect by the shear rate. [12]  
Shear rate is a major aspect to be considered when studying the behavior of polymer’s 
melt. It plays a role in many fields in the rheology of polymers. One of the most major 
roles that shear force plays in polymer melt is that it reduces the viscosity of the polymer. 
Thus, applying shear to a polymer is an alternative method to reduce the viscosity of the 
polymers, providing a strategy to reduce viscosity of thermally sensitive polymers without 
raising temperatures during their processing and avoiding polymer degradation. 
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Additionally, a lower processing temperature would allow enhanced growth of crystalline 
regions for semi-crystalline/crystalline polymers. Also, it can help reduce the viscosity 
without raising the temperature to allow crystals formation. In other words, it matters most 
for medical implants AM products that polymers do not reach peak temperature to avoid 
degradation while processing as well as not reaching termination temperature to enable 
crystals growth. 
From the previous discussions regarding different types for fluids and their different 
behaviors regarding shear rate and shear stress, one can deduce that viscosity behavior will 
also be different for different fluids. In short, Newtonian fluids’ viscosities are independent 
of shear rate at a constant temperature. However, a Dilatant fluid’s viscosity, non-
Newtonian, will increase if the shear rate increases. On the other hand, a pseudoplastic 
fluid’s viscosity, non-Newtonian, will decrease if the shear rate increases. The figure 
shown below gives a general example of a typical comparison between the three different 
types of fluids. [13] It is important to note that the relations shown in the figure below are 
not always true for such fluids. As different fluids might be time dependent too.  Meaning 
that their curves, although have the same direction and increasing or decreasing, might not 
look similar in real life analysis. However, this figure is merely used to distinguish the 
difference between these fluid’s viscosities with respect to the same amount of shear rate.  
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Figure 4 – viscosity vs. shear rate differernt types of Fluids.  [13] 
In this study case, a mechanism that applies controllable amount of shear rate is 
proposed. The parallel cones mechanism, explained later on, is a proposed mechanism that 
gives the ability to control the amount of shear rate applied to a polymer melt in the process 
of additive manufacturing that has an inclusive extrusion screw. The mechanism takes 
advantage of controlling the area of flow, enlarge or reduce, which gives the ability of 
controlling shear rate. It is important to point that the flow rate is constant, which means 
there will not be any backflow or resistance to flow. Meaning, the flow will still be constant 
except that it will undergo higher or lower shear rate values. The purpose of this mechanism 
is to control the evolution of crystals structure as well as the orientation of the product. As 
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a result, by controlling crystals evolution and molecular orientation, controllability of 
product’s degradation at different spots on the same product is achieved.  
The figure below shows a simple example of how the molecular structure is formed in 
both the amorphous and crystalline regions. It is clearly shown that the amorphous region 
has entanglements and is not organized. On the other hand, the crystalline structure is more 
aligned and structured. [14] 
 
Figure 5 – Molecular Structure for (a) Amorphous, (b) Crystaline. [15] 
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2.3. Polymer’s Morphology  
Polymer morphology is the study of the overall structure of the polymer, mainly 
macroscopic properties. It includes the characteristics of crystallinity, branching, cross 
linking, molecular weight, molecular orientation and so on.  
2.3.1. Biodegradation of Polymers 
Biodegradation of a material is the process of breaking down the structure matter of the 
material. A biodegradable polymer will break down to lower weight byproducts. The 
mechanism of biodegradation include microorganisms attacking the main chains or side 
chains of the polymer. PLA is a biodegradable polymer used currently for medical 
applications including drug delivery devices, absorbable sutures, and as a material for 
medical implants. [16] 
There are different factors that control the biodegradability of PLA including   average 
molecular weight and molecular weight distribution of the material. Another factor which 
is related to this study is the high order structure’s properties such as the glass transition 
temperature, melting temperature, crystal structure and crystallinity. [17] Several reports 
by McDonald and a couple other researchers showed that the crystalline part of the PLA 
polymer were more resistant to degradation when compared to the amorphous part of PLA, 
proving that the degradation rate decreases with an increase in crystallinity. [18] Also, In 
general, the higher the melting temperature the material has the lower the degradability. 
[19] Although there are other different variables that controls the degradability of PLA 
such as temperature and the existence of other elements such as oxygen and nitrogen, the 
focus of this study is about the factors that can be controlled and changed during the 
manufacturing process of AM extrusion-based systems.  
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With these results and discussions in mind, the study done here in controlling the 
imposed shear rate on the extruded polymer, which will change the crystallinity of the 
product at different location as discussed before, will produce a part – medical implant – 
with different degradation rates at different location among the same product.  
2.3.2. Polymer Crystallinity  
The existence of crystallinity in polymers influences the product’s properties. The 
degree of crystallinity directly affects the mechanical properties as well as the degradation 
behavior of the polymers. [18] As discussed previously, entangled molecular chains can 
orient and align together forming a crystal lattice. A number of lattices as align to form 
lamellae. Several lamellae can combine to build a larger spheroidal structure known as 
spherulite. 
  Crystallinity is the term used to describe the ratio of the amount of crystalline with 
respect to the amorphous contents. The degree of crystallinity is fractional amount of 
crystallinity in the polymer and it is one of the most important physical properties. 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) is used to determine the amount of crystalline 
material on a sample. Other experimental methods used to study and analyze crystallinity 
in a polymer sample include X-ray diffraction and infrared spectroscopy.  
2.3.3. Molecular Orientation 
It is well established that the morphology of polymers determines the ultimate physical 
properties of the final product. [20] Alignment of the molecular chains can lead to the 
crystallization in small volumes in the polymer matrix. These crystalline regions affect the 
overall quality of the final product. As mentioned before, crystalline regions degrade 
slower than amorphous regions. However, by imposing an external factor such as shear 
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stress, alignment of molecular chains can also occur in the amorphous regions. This 
alignment does not lead to crystallization of the polymer. The extent of this alignment in 
response to an imposed shear and the associated properties imparted in the parts are poorly 
understood.  
Polymers tend to have preferable molecular orientation in the final parts due to the 
shear stress it encounters during the processing. During extrusion of a polymer melt certain 
degree of molecular alignment can be expected. The amount of stresses the polymer melt 
have encountered during extrusion directly effects the molecular alignment. [21] It very 
important to emphasize that the final product, that has preferable molecular orientation, is 
an anisotropic characteristic. Meaning, the physical properties of the final product will vary 
with direction due to the orientation of the molecules. [21]  
2.4. AM processes 
Additive manufacturing is a process of manufacturing three-dimensional objects layer 
by layer; however, there are other methods that can be used to perform a successful AM 
process. For instance, a fusion process can be used to fuse small particles of polymer or 
grounded metal together to manufacture required shape. Also, solidifying liquid polymer 
through ultraviolet beams is also a known process in additive manufacturing. These two 
examples along others will be discussed in depth in the following section. Additive 
manufacturing is sometimes also referred to as “3D printing”. Manufacturing using AM 
processes gives the ability to overcome the limitation of geometry and tools. AM method 
is different from other types of manufacturing because using this method one can 
manufacture a part by adding materials and not subtracting, hence the name of the method. 
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Additive Manufacturing is a combination of computer-aided design, material processing, 
and forming technology.  
• Different AM Systems 
There are several different methods of additive manufacturing that are commercially 
available today. Some of them are only used for prototyping such as SLA, LOM and 
polyjet. While other methods are used to build reliable parts that are used in cutting edge 
applications. In this research, only the AM techniques for polymeric materials are 
considered.  
SLA is an abbreviation of stereolithography. This AM technique uses photo-
polymerization to change the phase of the polymer from liquid to solid based on an input 
geometric dimension. Laser illumination is used to change the phase of the polymer. 
Products can be made of photo-polymers including but not limited to acrylates and epoxies. 
[22] Figure 6 below shows an examples of a printed sphere using the SLA technology.  
 
Figure 6 – SLA machine during printing a sphere like object.  [23] 
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Digital Light Processing (DLP) is another method of AM that produces high quality 
products and primarily used for prototyping. Its mechanism is similar to that used by SLA. 
However, DLP uses a projector to cure photopolymer resin. In most cases DLP is faster 
than SLA because of its ability to cure a whole layer of polymer at once. However, SLA 
produces more dimensionally precise products with less surface roughness as compared to 
DLP. This DLP outcome is because of the composition of the squared pixels that comes 
from its light. Figure 7 shows the mechanism of the DLP machine. [24] 
 
Figure 7 – DLP machine printing process. [24] 
Laminated Object Manufacturing or LOM is an AM technique, layers of the materials 
with specific dimensions are cut one at a time and laid on top of each other to build the 
required part. The cutting method varies depending on the material used to build the part. 
The machine can cut using laser, knife, or heated wires. Products developed using this 
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method can be made of polymer and polymer foam. [25] Figure 8 is a schematic explaining 
method of operation of LOM.  
 
Figure 8 – LOM manufacturing process. [26] 
Polyjet process is another AM technique for producing prototypes with sufficient 
accuracy. Polyjet utilizes inkjet technology that moves in x and y directions to deposit 
photopolymer material at the desired locations as shown in figure 9. The deposited 
materials are then hardened using ultraviolet lamps before the next layer is deposited. It is 
very important to recognize that the polyjet method has great accuracy regarding the 
products dimension. The layer thickness can be as thin as 16 micrometers. However, most 
of the products fabricated by this technique are mechanically inferior to SLA produced 
parts. As a result, it is very rare to see products built using polyjet used in industry. [27] 
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Figure 9 – Polyjet mechanism. [28] 
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) is an AM technique that produces reliable products. It 
uses powder layers that get fused by applying a carbon dioxide laser beam to build a three-
dimensional body. This method requires a controlled chamber, where temperature is 
maintained close to the melting point of the material that is printed. This method is known 
for its ability to manufacture products with a variety of materials including plastics, metals, 
and polymers. Polymers that can be manufactured using this method includes acrylic, 
styrene and polyamide However, the accuracy is limited by the size of the particle of the 
material used Also, to avoid oxidation of metals, the manufacturing environment has to 
have an inert gas atmosphere. [29] Figure 10 provides a brief description of the mechanism 
of the SLS manufacturing process.  
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Figure 10 – SLS machine mechanism. [30] 
Binder Jetting (BJ) is another AM method that can be used to produce higher quality 
products. Binder jetting uses powder materials that are deposited in a layer by layer pattern 
which then selectively bonded together using binder material jetted from a print head. BJ 
method is very competitive with regards to printing speed and cost. [31] Although it is rare 
to use this method to manufacture polymers, it is actually used and infiltrated with a 
different material to enhance the mechanical strength and aesthetics/visual appearance of 
the product. [32] 
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Figure 11 – Binder jetting machine mechanism. [33] 
Finally, and this is the method we are going to be focusing on in this paper, the material 
extrusion method which is one of the most common processes to produce AM products 
and simplest. This method is more commonly known as FDM, an abbreviation of Fused 
Deposition Modeling, a trademark registered by StratasysⓇ. This method can also be 
referred to as Fused Filament Fabrication of FFF in short. It is important to clarify that both 
FDM and FFF are the identical AM method that uses the same extrusion technology. In 
this technique, a heated polymer is extruded through a nozzle and deposited on a substrate/ 
build platform layer by layer to form a three-dimensional part as shown schematically in 
Figure 12. The method is described in details in Section 2.5. [32] The  
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Figure 12 – Simple FDM mechanism. [34] 
• Systems similar to FDM 
In general, in FDM a high temperature is used to melt the material which is cured after 
being extruded.  
The FDM mechanical system mainly consists of five parts: nozzle, wire feeding 
mechanism, moving mechanism, heating studio, and platform. The material used in the 
fused deposition process can be classified into two groups: molding materials and the 
supporting materials. The low-melting filamentous material is melted into a liquid by the 
extrusion head of the heater, the molten thermoplastic filaments are extruded through the 
spray head, the extrusion head moves accurately along the profile of each section of the 
part, and the semi-flowing thermoplastic is extruded. The material deposits and solidifies 
into precise thin layers of actual components covering the already built parts and rapidly 
solidifying within 1/10 s. After each layer is formed, the worktable is lowered by one layer, 
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and the nozzle is then subjected to the next layer. The scanning spinnerets are deposited 
layer by layer until the last layer, so that the layers are stacked from bottom to top into a 
solid model or part. 
In FDM forming, each layer is stacked on the upper layer, and the upper layer plays a 
role in positioning and supporting the current layer. With the increase of the height, the 
area and shape of the layer profile will change. When the shape changes greatly, the upper 
layer profile will not provide sufficient positioning and support for the current layer, which 
requires the design of some auxiliary structures Support to ensure the smooth realization 
of the forming process. The supports can be constructed from the same material. Now, 
generally, dual nozzles are used for independent heating. One is used to spray model 
materials to make major parts, and the other is used to the support materials. The 
characteristics of the two materials are different. It is easy to remove the support after the 
production is completed. The wire feeding mechanism feeds the nozzles and the wire 
feeding is stable and reliable. The wire feeding mechanism and the nozzle are combined 
by pushing-pulling to ensure that the wire feeding is stable and reliable, and wire breakage 
or accumulation is avoided.  Fused Deposition Modeling is one of the simplest and most 
common additive manufacturing methods used nowadays. It is simple to use and its 
mechanics are straightforward. The number of processes that the material undergoes before 
it gets produced as a product are limited to a few. There are different configurations 
regarding the coordinates used by the FDM machine. Some of these machines have fixed 
printing bed and a nozzle movable in all three axes or vice versa. In other configurations 
the printing beds can be moved in one or two of the three orthogonal axes while the nozzle 
can be moved on the rest of the axes. One of the most common configurations used in FDM 
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is a printing bed that moves on the planar x and y axes only while the nozzle moves along 
z direction only. In this configuration, the speed at which the printing bed can be moved is 
dependent on the flowrate of the printed material. Regardless of the configuration used in 
the FDM, the method of building the material is almost identical.  
A heating element is used to heat up the polymer filaments to its melt point. To do that, 
the system has to have a thermistor to control the temperature at different spots and with 
different settings for different materials. The melted polymer is then extruded by the effect 
of pressure from the continuous feeding. To control the accuracy of the printed material, a 
nozzle head with a diameter ranging from 0.2 mm to 0.5 mm is installed at the end of the 
extruder to control the shape of the manufactured product. [35] 
• Latest FDM Technologies 
Many fields have used FDM machines to produce products and parts that can be used 
nowadays. In the medical field, tissue engineering is a rapidly growing field. Producing an 
optimized biomimetic scaffold for bone regeneration in tissue engineering is a hot topic. 
With efforts in bone regeneration, cartilage repair and organ synthesis, tissue engineering 
offers synthetic solutions to replace or repair biological tissue. On a broad scale, bone 
regeneration efforts have focused on a range of topics encompassing tissue architecture, 
additive manufacturing techniques, applications of biomolecules and stem cells, use of 
hydrogels, cell type, growth factors, biodegradation, overall physical properties, and 
investigative imaging methods. [36] Aims within cartilage repair, while in many cases 
similar to those of bone regeneration, have placed an additional emphasis on in vivo 
biodegradability and biocompatibility. Finally, organ synthesis takes many similar 
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approaches to both bone regeneration and cartilage repair, while digging deeper into natural 
extracellular matrices. [37]  
The different polymers used in FDM process can be found in a wide range of commonly 
used products in our daily life.  Kitchen wares, computer keyboards, toys of LEGO brand, 
shields for wall plugs and protective sleeves for power tools are examples of products made 
of ABS.  
On the other hand, there are the biodegradable polymers that has also been used to 
produce environmentally harmless products such as PLA. Poly-Lactic Acid (PLA) can 
degrade to a non-toxic lactic acid, it can be used safely in the medical field. Medical 
implants made of PLA can be completely decomposed within 6 months to 2 years inside 
the human’s body without further surgery. Polycarbonate is widely used in eye protection, 
as well as in other projectile-resistant viewing and lighting utilities that need higher impact-
resistance. [36] In the field of Aerospace industry, AM technologies can replace expansive 
CNC production, because the materials used in AM method can also perform better 
technically, its weight less, and it is able to provide better electrical insulation. AM can test 
and identify design problems, some missing design problem about component issue can be 
easily identified.  
There are several advantages of FDM technique such as, availability of instruments and 
materials that can be printed and ease of use.  There have been recent advances in this area 
in the form of novel methods and new materials. Examples from both parts will be covered 
in the next section.  
One of the most recent developments is the VSS, an abbreviation of Vapor Smoothing 
Station. It is a finishing process that is used to increase the smoothness of the finished 
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surface with negligible dimensional deviation of the FDM manufactured product. Acetone 
vapor is used to reduce the roughness of the surfaces. [38] 
Another recent development that has been introduced is the Multi-Nozzle (MZ) 
technology. In this new method of FDM, one can build a part with different materials or 
colors using the MZ technology. For example, FDM development had enabled users to 
feed up to five different nozzles with different materials that have different properties. [39] 
Figure 13 below shows an example of FDM machines that uses 2 different nozzles to print 
different materials. In this instance, one nozzle extrudes the support material, and the 
second nozzle print the material used to print the actual part.  
 
Figure 13 – Multi-nozzle FDM mechanism. [40] 
In another development, a single nozzle fitted with multiple feeders have used instead 
of distinct nozzles. Each of the feeders can have sample material with different colors and 
can be utilized for aesthetically pleasing products Depending on the ration between the 
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colors fed to the nozzle, colors can range very smoothly and options are almost unlimited 
as long as the feeder provide all three primary colors in addition to black and white. [41] 
The figure below shows an example of a nozzle that can be fed from three different sources.  
 
Figure 14 – Multi-color nozzle. [42] 
Electrical field has been utilized to improve the bonding between the successive layers 
during printing in a novel FDM printing approach. Where an electrical arc is applied to the 
previously built layer before building the next layer on top of it. This will cause the bottom 
layer to melt partially due to the resistance of the material, which will improve the bonding 
mechanism with the top layer. [43] In another iteration, the printed layers were partially 
melted by using and infrared heating source to increase the adhesion between successive 
layers. [44] 
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Figure 15 – Infrared preheating for FDM machines. [44] 
There has been a constant effort to develop new materials for FDM printing since the 
beginning so that this technique could be utilized for a wide range of applications.  One of 
the materials that has been lately introduced to FDM machines is the ABSi. Along with 
many good properties this material has such as strength, toughness, and heat resistance, the 
most unique property of this material is its translucency which is desirable in various 
products and has led to increased usage of this technique.   
ABS-ESD7 is an electrostatic dissipative material that has been made available for 
FDM printing recently. [45] ASA is another newly introduced FDM compatible material. 
This material has the ability to block Ultraviolet rays. [46] 
Nylon 6 is yet another material that has been lately introduced to be available for FDM 
machines. Nylon 6 can be printed to form rigid, strong a durable parts ideal for tooling that 
are required to handle more rigorous situations. [47] 
For the dental field, MED620 and MED610 are made available to be used in FDM 
machines. MED620 is a rigid and opaque material that can be made to match skin color. It 
can be used to veneer try-ins for orthodontic models so that patient can try the prototyped 
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denture before the manufacturing process. While MED610 is a biocompatible and 
dimensionally stable material that gives improved detailed visualization to the built part. It 
can be used in medical prototypes as well as surgical guides for the orthopedic field. [48]  
As what has been discussed before, there are many specifications that FDM has which 
require to be improved. Time is an issue that faces FDM technology. Researchers are 
working on many different ways that they can improve it. In addition, one of the expected 
aspects to be improved is lifecycle cost of the built product. As it is well known that some 
of FDM machines get really expensive with all the add-ons that can be added to it. 
Furthermore, depending on the material printed, researchers are trying in many different 
ways to improve the strength of the built products. As strength is one of the most desired 
properties by users.  
It is also desired to globalize AM medical products on a patient by patient basis. This 
will result in decreased cost of medical products as well as avoiding overproduction. As 
discussed before, FDM produces rough surfaces’ product. The market is demanding an 
improvement from this side of the equation as it is going to help improve the quality of 
their products. Finally, the number of materials available today is going to be increasing 
by time the more people depends on this technology to manufacture their products. 
2.5. AM Proposed Mechanism 
A 3D printing system is proposed to the study. The system includes an extrusion screw 
which receive polymers pellets and has heaters mounted on the chamber around the 
extrusion screw. A cross-sectional view of the extrusion printing mechanism is presented 
in Figure 16.  
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Figure 16 – 3D Printer with screw extruder attached. 
In this research, a new component has been introduced to the system at the tip of the 
extrusion screw. The added component includes a conical tip for the extruder that resides 
in conical nozzle. This proposed component is referred to as the parallel cones.  
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In ordered to achieve desired controllability of thickness of flow, a few steps has been 
done. First of all, the mount has to be changed with a newer and taller mount. The new 
mount has a conical cavity rather than the T shaped cavity that the older version had. After 
that, the conical tip is attached to the extrusion screw to provide controllability over the 
area or thickness of flow. The figure below illustrates the two stages of upgrade needed to 
achieve required controllability of flow.  
 
Figure 17 – Schematic of the virtual upgrades to apply proposed mechanism. 
The figure below illustrates a cross-sectional view of an enlarged parallel cones 
mechanism location. The nozzle and/or the extruder can be moved vertically to vary the 
gap between the conical tip and the nozzle through which the polymer melt will be 
extruded. This is referred to as “thickness of flow” in the rest of the thesis. 
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Figure 18 – Parallel Cones illustration. 
The thickness of flow illustrated on the figure above is to be controlled by moving the 
mount upward or downward. The figure below shows two different settings of the thickness 
of flow only affected by changing the mount position. 
 In the figure, we can notice that the area or thickness of flow – C1 – is much as small 
as it can be due to setting the mount in the highest possible location. However, when 
lowering the mount the thickness of flow increases allowing more polymer to be extruded 
with ease as shown as – C2 – in the figure.  
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Figure 19 – Schematic of two different settings using the mechanism proposed. 
The next figure shows the entire updated system with the conical tip and the upgraded 
mount. The figures show how the upgraded system provides a conical cavity that can be 
controlled by the conical tip to control the area of flow.  
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Figure 20 – Parallel Cones illustration. 
In this research, it is hypothesized that by varying the thickness of the polymer melt the 
shear forces on the melt can be varied. The imposition of the shear will affect the molecular 
alignment and the viscosity of the polymer melt. In this thesis, a number of simulations are 
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performed to study the shear rate effects on the extruded polymer and the viscosity 
behavior. The polymer of interest is Poly (lactic Acid), abbreviated as PLA, a 
biodegradable polymer used in printing medical implants. Mainly, we can categorize PLA 
as having two types, amorphous and semi crystalline. For the extrusion AM parallel cones 
study, the semi crystalline PLA is used.  
• Shear Applications  
Shear forces are applied to polymer melts in various ways in an extrusion AM system. 
Typically, high shear rate is imposed around extrusion screw and the screw chamber. Also, 
high rates of shear may appear at the nozzle passage before polymer gets extruded due to 
the small area of flow. In the system studied, another added shear rate location is in between 
the parallel cones, the proposed part.  
• Parallel Cones Compression 
As mentioned before, the focus of this study is to understand the behavior of the molten 
polymer while passing the parallel cones mechanism. The amount of shear will vary based 
on the width of the area of flow. In general, an increase in the area of polymer flow would 
lead to lower shear rate imposed to the polymer, and vice versa.  
 NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION 
A numerical investigation is being set up to study and analyze different shear possible 
shear rate values along the parallel cones mechanism at different locations. Mainly, a study 
for four different setting will be done. Namely, a 0.5 mm diameter difference between the 
parallel cones. Also, a 1 mm, a 2 mm, and a 4mm diameter differences. The four different 
models will be modeled using Solidworks software and then imported into Ansys Fluent 
to run the rheological analysis.  
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3.1. Model Discerption  
Four different CAD models is built using Solidworks software representing the flow of 
the polymer among the parallel cones. The model only includes the flow between the 
parallel cones without the other areas with probable shear rate applications to focus the 
study on the proposed mechanism. The figures shown below describes the overall assembly 
of the AM system. One figure shows the assembled system while the other shows the 
exploded view of the system’s parts.  
 
Figure 21 – AM system assembly 
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Figure 22 – AM system exploded assembly.  
From the exploded figure above, it can be seen that there are five main components of 
the assembly. The extrusion barrel which circles around the extrusion screw. The extrusion 
barrel will have heaters band around it to control the heat of the polymer melt. The second 
main part is the extrusion screw, which derive the polymer at different stages leading to 
the extrusion process. The third main part is the nozzle which controls the diameter of the 
extruded polymer.  
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The other two main components of this assembly are the shear tip and the shear cone. 
These two parts basically are the most important components of this study. They are the 
main principle that controls the shear stress imposed to the extruded polymer. Through the 
threads on the shear cone, the distance of polymer’s flow between the shear tip and the 
shear cone can be controlled. This is the basic explanation of the proposed mechanism. The 
following are two cross sectional figures showing two different settings of different area 
of flows. The flow regions are shown in blue arrow going down as the extrusion screw is 
pushing the material downwards.  
 
Figure 23 – Different settings of proposed mechanism 
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From the figure above, it is very noticeable that the area of flow is different between 
the two settings. Setting number on, where the shearing cone is much closer to the shearing 
tip, the area of polymer melt flow is much smaller. Hence, the polymer melt will be 
subjected to a higher shear rate values due to the compression these two cones – parallel 
plates – are imposing to it. Using the threads at the inside bottom of the extruding barrel 
and the threads at the outside top of the shearing cone, and since the extruding barrel is 
fixed, one can now control the height of the shearing cone by rotating it. Hence, the area 
of flow is controlled through the control of the shearing cone height.  
For the purpose of the simulation study done to analyze the effectiveness of the 
proposed mechanism, four models where created with different flow area to analyze the 
differences between them in the resultant shear rate values. The figure below shows an 
cross sectional example of the area analyzed and studied in the simulation shown in light 
blow color. The figure shows two settings, one with a 1 mm difference in diameters, and 
one with a 2 mm difference in diameters. The difference in diameters is between the 
shearing tip’s diameter and the shearing cone’s diameter.  
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Figure 24 – Area of interest in simulation shown in light blue 
Now that a cross sectional view is known of the proposed solution for the simulation, 
a three-dimensional view is required to better understand the area of interest. The light blue 
colored area – area of flow – is the area of simulation analysis. Of course, in a three-
dimensional view the region of interest would be a cone like volume. Following is a few 
three-dimensional figures showing the analyzed regions from different perspectives to 
better understand it.  
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Figure 25 – Simulation volume shown in top and bottom perspectives 
The volume shown in the figure above is modeled using a CAD software for the 
previously mentioned settings. The settings are for the difference between the diameters of 
the shearing tip and the shearing cone. The settings used are of 0.5 mm, 1 mm, 2 mm, and 
4 mm in diameter difference. The four models are imported to Ansys Fluent and a number 
of simulations is done for different extrusion rates to analyze the effects of the proposed 
mechanism on the shear rate applied.  
3.2. Simulation Software Discerption  
The simulation results shown in the coming sections are produced by a CFD 
simulation software, ANSYS Fluent. Fluent is a computer aided engineering software 
owned by ANSYS. It specializes in CFD analysis involving the flow of matter. It has 
the ability to study and analyze the behavior of polymers during the flow. In this case 
study, the software is utilized to analyze the effect of shear rate through compression 
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among the polymer. The software also provided useful analysis among the rotating 
wall, the inner wall.  
3.3. Results and Discussion 
3.3.1. Results 
The produced results clearly show that the shear rate most certainly varies among 
different models. The model that has the narrowest passage showed that shear rate values 
reached about 475 1/s, while the model with the greatest passage area shows shear rate 
values of 75 1/s. Thus, the proposed mechanism succeeded in providing a method of 
tenability, which one can control the amount of shear rate applied to the polymer melt 
before being extruded. One important advantage this mechanism gives is that one does not 
have to stop the extruding mechanism to increase or decrease the amount of shear applied 
to the polymer. Thus, giving the ability of controlling the evolution of crystallinity among 
different regions in one extruded part.  
The figure below shows the difference in shear rate amount imposed to each different 
model depending on the settings. As mentioned before, the settings with a 0.5 mm had the 
highest shear rate amount as expected. Also, the model with the widest flow area of 4 mm 
difference in diameter showed the lowest shear rate amount. Thus, the simulation model 
showed the effectiveness of the proposed mechanism. Where the variance of the cone 
height changed the area of flow of the extruded polymer. Thus, imposing the polymer to 
different amount of shear rate at different locations. This can provide the controllability of 
different degradation rate at different locations on the same produced part.  
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Figure 26 – Bottom cross-sectional view of the Shear Rate for different thicknesses. 
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The following chart and figure show the maximum amount of shear rate imposed for 
the four settings. The maximum shear rate location is right at the bottom of the shearing 
tip.  
 
Figure 27 – Maximum shear rate values for different flow thicknesses  
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Figure 28 – Cross sectional contours – results of simulations. 
 
 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
Before producing the samples and running characterizing on them, an investigation of 
the material used is required. This is important to analyze the effect of shear rate on the 
viscosity of the material. After that, the proposed mechanism is used to produce samples 
that are later used to characterize and gather scientific analysis about them to check the 
validity of the proposed mechanism.  
4.1. Material  
Both types of PLA is studied in the experimental part of this thesis. The study purpose 
is to relate shear rate and viscosity of each material. The amorphous PLA is supplied by 
NatureWorks LLC under commercial name Ingeo 3052D. It is designed for extrusion and 
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produces a clear material. On the other hand, the semi crystalline PLA is also supplied by 
NatureWorks LLC under commercial name Ingeo 2500HP. It is made for extrusion 
purposes and meant to crystallize during the extrusion process. The percentage of the 
product’s crystallinity is dependent on the processing condition. [49] 
4.1.1. Characterization Method  
A Rheometer with a parallel plate is used to perform this experiment.  
4.1.2. Results and Discussion  
As shown in the two figures below, the overall shear rate dependence on viscosity is higher 
on the semi-crystalline samples when compared to the amorphous samples. Even though 
the two samples are made of the same polymer, one of them consists of some regions with 
crystalline. This proves that material with crystalline region are more viscous when 
compared to samples of an amorphous clone of the same material.  
 
Figure 29 - Shear rate vs. of viscosity of Semi Crystalline PLA at various temperatures. 
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Figure 30 - Shear rate vs. viscosity of Amorphous PLA at various temperatures. 
4.2. Proposed Mechanism Samples 
The proposed mechanism parts are machined to give the ability to produce samples that 
undergoes two different flow gaps, a 2 mm difference in diameter gap and a 4mm. A sample 
of each is obtained and analyzed to study the actual effect on the molecular orientation and 
on the evolution of crystals.  
4.2.1. Experimentation Obstacles 
A few issues occurred while in the process of machining and producing the pars of the 
proposed mechanism. One of the issues that occurred is the height of the side wall that 
holds the extruder barrel and actually controls the z axis of the extrusion. The initial printer 
had a one-inch gap between the nozzle and the printing bed. However, since the proposed 
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mechanism will increase the height of the printer by two inches, some adjustment was 
needed to be done. In this case, the side wall was detached from the arm by unscrewing six 
screws. The screw holes on the arm were repositioned two inches higher than the previous 
holes. They were tapped and threaded at the exact needed location. Then, the arm and the 
side wall were reassembled together. The results solved the issue and gave the required 
height. The two pictures below show the initial and the new position of the side wall.  
 
Figure 31 – Initial Position of Side wall and Extruder Barrel 
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Figure 32 – Adjusted Position for Side Wall and Extruder Barrel. 
Another issue needed to be solved is that when increasing the height of the system, the 
older heating system will not be sufficient to provide the required heat distribution among 
the system. The initial system had two band heaters with a height of two inches for each 
heater. Therefore, a new heater was bought and assembled with a height of three inches for 
each heater to cover the whole system. Also, the initial non-tapered mount was only one 
inch in height. It has 8 screws all with a length of 1.2 inches. With the adjusted tapered 
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mount, the lengths of the screws is not sufficient. Therefore, a new set of screws is obtained 
with a length of 3.2 inches each to hole the mount to the extruder barrel.  
Another issue encountered while preparing the experiment is the machining of the parts 
that assemble the proposed mechanism. The proposed mound – shearing cone – is three 
inches long, making it harder for the machining team to achieve without the proper tools. 
As a solution, the machining team proposed dividing the mount into three different 
attachable pieces giving the same results required. Also, the shearing tip is too pointy to be 
three inches long. So, the machining team suggested to have tapper down until the diameter 
of 0.2 inches. Then, the end of the tip will be a straight cut off instead of pointy.  
The adjustments happened to the shearing tip and the shearing cone actually changed 
the shape of the polymer melt flow. As a result, some changes in the results is expected. 
The shear rate values might different in the two models. However, since the principle is 
still the same, this experimental model will serve the cause of this study. A more in-depth 
discussion is available in the section explaining the experiment model.  
Also, to allow the experimentation validation of the model simulated, the controllability 
of the diameter difference is required, but not needed to be simultaneously. Meaning, that 
the system has to produce sample of parts made of different diameter difference between 
the shearing cone and the shearing tip. However, that difference is not mandatory to be on 
the same part to validate this study. Thus, two different shearing tip parts are made to 
represent a 2 mm and a 4 mm diameter differences. This adjustment is important for cost 
reduction and time saving. Making a variable part that changes the diameter of flow will 
consume budget and time and is not necessary to validate the concept of the study. 
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However, if the system gets validated by the experiment, then spending time and budget 
on this part is considerable.  
4.2.2. Experimentation Model 
As described before, because of the machining difficulties, the shearing cone – the 
mount – had to be made into three attachable parts. Following are two figures of the 
experimental assembly showing the assembled system and the exploded view of the 
assembly. The exploded view clearly shows that the shearing tip has a cut off end instead 
of the pointy edge. This has also been discussed previously in the obstacles section. 
Because of the machining difficulties, the pointy edge has been replaced by the cut off end.  
 
Figure 33 – Assembled system for experimentation. 
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Figure 34 – Exploded view of the system for experimentation. 
As discussed before, the overall are of flow – volume – will be different in the 
experimental model. Following is a figure showing the two machined models with a 
difference in diameter of 2 mm and a 4 mm difference. The flow of the polymer melt is 
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shown as light blue. The difference in area of flow is greater in the 4 mm model when 
compared to the 2 mm model.  
 
Figure 35 – Flow of polymer melt in experimental model 
The drawings of the CAD model is prepared to be delivered to the machining team so 
that they can machine it to match the exact CAD model. Then, the new machined parts is 
assembled and is attached to the available additive manufacturing system. The processed 
samples are then prepared to be characterized and analyzed.  
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4.2.2.1. Discussion  
Due to time scheduling difficulties, no experimental samples have been produced. It is 
suggested that the use of the drawings made previously to assemble the machine will lead 
to a successful 3D printing of samples to be characterized and tested. The results will help 
proving the successfulness of the theory hypothesized by the numerical study done early 
in this paper. The drawings of making these experimental parts are attached in the 
appendix.  
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 CONCLUSION  
A novel additive manufacturing technique is proposed for printing polymers with 
controlled and spatially varying rheological properties. The technique involves altering the 
flow area of the polymer melt inside the nozzle of the printing head and applying a 
controlled shear on the polymer melt. The numerical simulations indicate that the shear 
rates can be changed dramatically by confining the polymer flow to specific thicknesses. 
The ability to control shear rates on the polymer melt would provide a strategy for tunable 
temporal control of melt rheology, which plays a critical role in the localized evolution of 
molecular orientation (for all polymers) and crystallization kinetics (for semi-crystalline 
polymers) during additive manufacturing processes. 
An attempt of experimentation analysis has failed due to timing scheduling difficulties. 
It is recommended to follow with the experimental analysis to prove the successfulness of 
the physical samples compared to the numerically hypothesized theory.  
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 MULTIPLE PARTS DIE FOR PROFILE EXTRUSION  
Profile extrusion mechanism is one of the most used manufacturing mechanisms for 
polymers. It has the ability of mass production as well as producing parts with different 
geometric specifications. It consists of an extrusion screw with heaters to melt the polymer. 
After that, the die comes into play where it shapes the final product geometric 
characteristics. After the extrusion mechanism of the part from the die, a puller plays an 
important part of maintaining the shape of the product as well as directing the extruded 
material to the cooler, which preserves the shape of the produced part. Figure 32 bellow 
shoes an example of a profile extrusion line. After that a cutter is used to cut the extruded 
part into desired length. The area of interest in this long mechanism is the die.  
 
Figure 36 – Profile Extrusion Line. [50] 
6.1. Proposed Mechanism  
A multi-product profile extrusion system is proposed to the study. The system has an 
extrusion screw which receive polymer pellets. It has heaters mounted on the chamber 
around the extrusion screw, which with the help of friction and shear among polymers 
molecules extrusion will occur. A new part is designed and inserted right after the extrusion 
mechanism but before the die. The designed mechanism will provide the ability to divide 
the extruded polymer into multiple different passages. The purpose of the designed part is 
to control the mass flow rate of each passage so that the die will be mounted right after the 
proposed part. The die will have four different products holes in order to be extruded. The 
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mechanism will provide a system that produces four different parts at different production 
rates. The mechanism designed is likely to be very helpful to the industry in reducing the 
cost of manufacturing profile extrusion parts. The cost reduction is the result of producing 
different parts using one profile extruding line. However, in this thesis, the shear rate 
effects on the extruded polymer and its effects on the viscosity of the polymer during the 
extrusion process is studied. The polymer used in the multi-product extrusion simulation 
is an amorphous PLA.  
6.2. Shear Applications  
There are a number of shear application factors in the profile extrusion systems. 
Typically, the highest shear rate values appear around the extrusion screw and the chamber 
around it. Also, high shear rate values appear in extrusion die holes, especially with small 
parts. However, in the system studied, possible high shear rate values will appear among 
valves passages. Theoretically, the more open the valve the least shear rate appears. 
However, the concern is when valves are partially closed where higher shear rate values 
are possible to appear.  
6.3. Numerical Simulation  
A CAD model is to be designed to represent the passage between the extrusion screw 
and the die, the proposed mechanism, and then imported into a CFD software – ANSYS 
Fluent - to investigate the behavior of the polymer after the extrusion screw and right before 
it gets through the multi holes die. Cross-sectional analysis is made throughout the system 
and maximum shear rate locations are highlighted for further study. Max shear rate is 
compared at different valves openings to determine safe parameters for acceptable valves 
opening ranges before degradation or melt fracture defects occurs. The CAD model is also 
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imported in Moldflow software to simulate an animated profile for the expected flow of 
the extruded polymer at different valves openings. Furthermore, the CAD model is also 
imported into INSPIRE software to validate the productivity rate of the multi-product die 
system. 
6.4. Results and Discussion  
The proposed mechanism produced the expected results where closing the valves 
affected the production rate of each part. A number of simulations where done where the 
valves of three or four different passages where partially closed to a number of variations. 
Those variations went from quarters and thirds to increments of tens.  
6.4.1. Discussion  
Typically, the values of concerns in the resulted simulation calculations are the velocity 
of the produced part and its flow rate when leaving the die. Those results are shown in 
cross sectional views of each passage and also using reading lines in the middle of each 
passage. Those line reading are represented in graphs to compare the velocity or flow rate 
of each passage.  
A number of CAD models has been made representing different situations. A number 
of these models represented a mechanism with three passages and other were made to show 
four passages. For both the three passages and the four passages models, a number of 
different models where made to show the effect of different valves mechanism. Namely, 
ball valves, butterfly valves, eGate valves, and others. The principle behind having 
different valves is to study the shear rate variations between each valve and to determine 
the ones that causes least shear rate to avoid material’s microstructure changes.  
6.4.2. Results  
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An example of the proposed mechanism is shown in the figures below with the 
assembled and the exploded view to get a better understanding of the location of it. The 
Multi Parts Die has four similar looking extrusion cavities. The valves mechanism in prior 
to each extrusion cavity has a variation of 25% for each part. So, the first part has a fully 
open valve giving maximum flow. The second part has a partially closed valves with 75% 
of flow area when compared to fully open valve. The third part has a 50% flow area. The 
last part has a partially closed valve with a flow area of 25% of maximum flow part.   
 
Figure 37 – Assembled Proposed Mechanism. 
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Figure 38 – Exploded Proposed Mechanism. 
After importing the CAD model into Ansys Fluent, a meshed study has been done to 
analyze the maximum shear rate regions along with the flow rate and the velocity of the 
produced parts. The Figures below shows shear rate analysis of the model showing that 
maximum shear rate values occur around the most closed valve. The first figure shows a 
3D view of the model with points of different values of shear rate. The 3D Model actually 
represents the passage of flow starting from the extrusion chamber going through the valves 
passages and then extruded through the die. The second figure shows a cross sectional view 
of the four valves noting how shear rate is varying.  
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Figure 39 – 3D view – Shear Rate Regions. 
 
Figure 40 – Cross Sectional View of Valves – Shear Rate Regions.  
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After taking a brief knowledge of how the valves are affecting the shear rate values, a 
more in-depth study and analysis is done on the effects of the valves among the velocities 
of the produced parts. A figure showing a cross sectional study of the velocity of the 
extruded parts is shown below. Another figure also shows a chart of the velocity differences 
between each part. 
 
Figure 41 – Cross Sectional View of Extruded Parts – Velocity. 
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Figure 42 – Values of velocities of different extruded parts. 
After analyzing the velocities and proving that it varies depending on how closed the 
valves are, a 3D view of the flow rate is established to acknowledge how much the 
production rate of each part actually varies. A figure below shows the 3D view of the Flow 
rate differences between the parts. The results show a huge difference between the fully 
open valves and the partially closed valves. Thus, an accomplishment of varying and 
controlling the production rate of each part has occurred.  
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Figure 43 – Flow Rate Streamlines for each part. 
After accomplishing the ability to control the production rate of each individual part, 
an analysis has been done to improve the controllability of the valves. A number of CAD 
models has been done representing the different qualities that may be of interest. Models 
had different valve sizes and types aiming for a better tuning ability of the production rate 
of each part. Following are combinations of 3D view of the models and a cross sectional 
at the end of the die to study the velocity of the extruded parts.  
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Figure 44 – 1st  Model - Slanted Die Cavities  
 
Figure 45 – 2nd  Model - Straight Die Cavities  
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The first model had a Gate valve, the valve can be described as a square piece of metal 
cutting the passage from the top to the bottom depending on the desired tune. The model 
has a tapered die cavity in order to ease the flow of the extruded material. However, it 
affected the velocity of the extrusion of each part and minimized the differences. In the 
second model, a straight passage through the die cavity is maintained to eliminate factors 
affecting the velocity of the flow. The results from the second model is more desirable than 
the first model.   
 
Figure 46 – 3rd  Model – Narrawoer Passages – Small Valves  
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Figure 47 – 4th  Model – Wider Passages –Small Valves  
In the third model, the passages going from the extruder barrel to the extrusion die is 
narrower. The passages have smaller diameter than it had before to increase the pressure 
in these areas. Also, a ball valve has been added to better control the flow. However, 
increasing the pressure decreased controllability and the deviation in velocity between 
extruded parts is much smaller. In the fourth model, the passage had a bigger diameter, but 
the valve was the same. This led to a huge drop in the pressure leading to the lake of 
controllability also. Thus, both models needed improvements.  
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Figure 48 – 5th  Model – Passage and Die with Similar Diameter – Small Valves  
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Figure 49 – 6th Model - Passage and Die with Similar Diameter – Bigger Valves 
In fifth and sixth models, the diameter of the passages were increased to match the 
diameter of the circular part to be extruded. The fifth model had the small ball cut valve. It 
improved the controllability of the produced part’s velocity. However, the slowest 
produced part was not as slow as required, were it only slowed the slowest part for 15% of 
the maximum velocity of the open valve. The sixth model had a bigger ball valve system. 
The bigger ball valve system gave the ability to accurately control the velocities at the 
lower range, between 10 and 30 mm/s, valves are 50% closed or more. However, when it 
comes to higher percentages of passage clearance, velocities do not seem to be affected 
much.  
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Figure 50 – 7th Model – Double Quarter eGate Valve System 
 
Figure 51 – 8th Model – Single Quarters eGate Valve System 
The seventh and eighth models both had the eGate valve system with a quarter circle 
blocker. The seventh valve had a double quarter where only the middle of the cylinder has 
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flow allowance. But, the upper and lower quarters of the cylinder had solids that can control 
the flow of the extruded material when cylinder is rotated. Controllability of flow is 
achieved. However, it showed similar results that the sixth model had where lower 
percentage showed good controllability but higher allowance percentages lack the 
controllability. On the other hand, the eight model had only one quarter of solid in the 
cylinder which block the flow when rotated. The other three quarters of the cylinder is a 
free passage which allows the flow of extruded material. The eighth model showed a 
relatively accurate controllability. The most rotated cylinder pin slowed the flow to about 
20% of the maximum velocity. Also, when rotating the pin to around 25% of its original 
position, the velocity reduced by 10%. So far, the eighth model showed the best 
controllability among the previous models where velocity can be controlled towards the 
lower and the higher ends.  
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Figure 52 – 9th Model – Ball Valve System – Matching Area 
In the ninth model, some manipulations on the passage and valve has been established. 
The valves mechanism system is now bigger and valves are separated from each other 
allowing the ability to install bigger valves. Even though the first intuition shows that the 
bigger valves may control the flow better, ball cut valves proved to be inefficient for the 
job. No matter how big the valves are or how big the diameter of the passages is, results 
shows inconsistencies. It shows some variations in the results if simulations were done 
with the same settings showing that the system is not steady.  
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Figure 53 – 10th  Model – Double Quarters eGate Valve System – Matching Area 
The tenth model, has a larger eGate double quarters valves compared to the seventh 
model. Same method used in ninth model is done here to allow the usage of bigger valves. 
The unique thing about this model is that the passages that leads to the valves has an overall 
equivalent area of flow compared to the area of the extruder’s chamber. The purpose behind 
this equivalency is to avoid any pressure changes that affect the flow of the extruded 
material. As a result, the only factor that makes the pressure variable is the four valves. 
This model proves to be the most efficient among all previous models. The results are 
consistent at different valves settings. The valves are coupled, so the results are not 
expected to be linear. However, velocities are consistent when same settings are applied. 
The tenth model proves very dependable when controlling velocities among low and high 
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parameters. It has the ability to lower a product’s production rate to as little as 10% or as 
high as 90% of the maximum production rate.  
6.5. Conclusion  
In conclusion, a number of ten models has been used to simulate the behavior of the 
multi part profile extrusion system. The best model that provided the required results, 
which are the ability to control the production rate for each individual product, is the tenth 
model. The model is designed having an equivalent overall passages area compared to the 
area of the extruder chamber. The valves that are used in the successful model are the 
double quarter eGate valves. The size of the valves is relatively large. The range of control 
ability provided by the tenth model is between 10% and 90% of the overall production rate. 
No further analysis is done regarding the multi part profile extrusion system at this point. 
Future action suggested is to build the valves mechanism system with a multi part die and 
run some experimental testing on this topic to achieve required performance.  
 
Appendix  
The following drawings set the base of design for the upgraded machine to be 
assembled to produce the samples to be characterized. The first part of the drawings is for 
the 2 mm gap parts to be machined. And the second part of the assembly drawings is the 4 
mm gap parts.  
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- Drawings: 1st part:  
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- Drawings: 2nd Part:  
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 A few drawings of the printing machine used in the simulation and matching the 
experimental future work design. Drawing including the system and the barrel are attached.  
-  Drawings: printing system  
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- Drawings: The original mount  
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- Drawings: Barrel 
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- Drawings: Original Screw  
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- Material Specification: Ingeo 2500HP  
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- Material Properties: Ingeo 3052D 
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